
Monday 29th June 2020

Year 1 English Lesson

LO: To include descriptive 
adjectives in a persuasive letter.





Write down the adjectives that are used in 
these sentences. 



Remember the story, ‘The Boy Who Hated 
Toothbrushes’, which you have read a few times?

What happens in the story?



At the beginning of the story, we learn that Billy hates toothbrushes. He 
never cleans his teeth - not when there's so much else to do. 



A new part of the story, which was not written is that Billy’s parents 
decided to ban Billy from eating sugary foods such as sweets, biscuits, 
cakes, chocolate and more, until his teeth improve in cleanliness and 
hygiene. 

You are going to write a persuasive letter written by Billy to his parents 
to convince them that they should let him eat and drink sugar. Read the 
example beginning of the letter on the next page. When you see an 
adjective, underline it.



Dear Mum and Dad,

Thank you so much for trying to look after my teeth. I really appreciate 
that you want my teeth to be clean, hygienic and sparkly. However, I 
want to share my thoughts with you about you banning me from 
consuming sugary foods and drinks. 

First of all, I think it is unfair that you are not allowing me to eat and 
drink the most delicious foods on this planet. In my opinion, I should 
always have the opportunity to taste amazing, sweet snacks. They are 
my favourite foods and I work hard at school all week. Surely, a treat 
every now and again is fair and rewarding.  



Now it’s your turn to write your own version of the 
beginning of the letter. Include lots of adjectives. 
Use the success criteria and word mat to help you.



Success Criteria

• Capital letters at the beginning of sentences and for names of people, 
places, days and months.

• Full stops at the end of sentences.

• Finger spaces between words.

• Include five or more adjectives.

• Include adjectives with the suffix ‘ing’ ending.

• Black –everyone must do.

• Red- trickiest challenge.



Dear

Thank    trying     teeth     appreciate    clean    hygienic       sparkly     However    
share     thoughts    banning     consuming      sugary  drinks 

First    unfair      allowing     eat      drink     delicious     planet     opinion   should      
opportunity     taste      amazing     favourite     school Surely, every     again      
rewarding  



matted
rough
tangled
unhealthy
dirty
filthy 



Fill in the gaps with the correct adjectives.

I know you want my teeth to be _________.

I think I should be allowed to eat _______ foods.

I believe that sugary foods are _________.

I want to eat _______ snacks on the weekend.

I will brush my teeth to make them ________.

Let me enjoy a ________ treat.

Tasty     clean     sparkly      delicious     sweet    sugary

Most Accessible Challenge



Tuesday 30th June 2020

Year 1 English Lesson

LO: To write simple sentences in 
a persuasive letter.



Simple Sentence

A simple sentence has one subject and one verb.

The subject of the sentence is the noun that is doing or being 
something. The verb is the action.

• The cat stretched.

• Jacob stood on his tiptoes.

• The car turned the corner.

• Kelly twirled in circles.

The subjects are red.
The verbs are purple.



For each sentence, which word is the subject, 
which word is the verb?

1. Joe went to the store.

2. Sarah swam in the sea.

3. The frog jumped into the pond.

4. Can I have some juice?

5. The pizza smells delicious.

6. The fly sat on my shoulder.



You are going to continue writing your persuasive letter written by Billy 
to his parents to convince them that they should let him eat and drink 
sugar. Read the example on the next page, which follows on from 
yesterday’s example. Find three simple sentences.



Secondly, I have decided that I will start brushing my teeth twice a day. 
My teeth will be fresh and clean. Therefore, you don’t have to worry. I 
will eat sugary foods. However, I will make sure that all the sugar is 
brushed away before I sleep. You will be surprised. I have done some 
research. I have found out that you can keep your teeth clean and still 
eat sugar.

Another point is that I am willing to only consume sugar on the 
weekends. That is two out of seven days, which is much less than 
before. My teeth will be much better protected. 



Now it’s your turn to write your own version of 
this part of the letter. Include simple sentences. 
Use the success criteria and word mat to help you.



Success Criteria

• Capital letters at the beginning of sentences and for names of people, 
places, days and months.

• Full stops at the end of sentences.

• Finger spaces between words.

• Ensure your simple sentences have a subject and a verb and make 
sense.

• Include conjunctions: also, but, and, because

• Black –everyone must do.

• Red- trickiest challenge.



Secondly      decided       brushing     teeth     twice      fresh     clean  
Therefore      you     don’t      sugary     However      make sure      sugar 
brushed      away      before      surprised     some       research    found

Another point      willing     only      consume   weekends    two      seven 
which        much     better        protected



Fill in the gaps with the correct verbs.

I will _________ my teeth every day.

I _____ to eat sugary foods.

I will _______ lovely teeth.

I will only ______ sweet snacks on weekends.

Thank you for _______ about my teeth.

Don’t worry my teeth will ______ fine.

caring     brush      have       want       eat       be

Most Accessible Challenge



Wednesday 1st July 2020

Year 1 English Lesson

LO: To write simple sentences in 
a persuasive letter.



What does a simple sentence need? Can you 
remember from yesterday’s lesson?





Simple Sentence

A simple sentence has one subject, one verb and sometimes one 
object.

• The subject is the noun that is doing or being something. 

• The verb is the action. 

• The object is the thing that that the verb is happening to.

• The cat stretched its legs.

• Jacob stood on his tiptoes.

• The car turned the corner.

• Kelly wrote her name.

The subjects are red.
The verbs are purple.
The object is green.



For each sentence, which word is the object? The 
object is usually at the end of a simple sentence. 

1. Joe went to the store.

2. Sarah swam in the sea.

3. The frog jumped into the pond.

4. Can I have some juice?

5. She gave some pizza to Shelly.

6. The fly sat on my shoulder.



You are going to continue writing your persuasive letter written by Billy 
to his parents to convince them that they should let him eat and drink 
sugar. Read the example on the next page, which follows on from 
yesterday’s example. Find three simple sentences.



In addition, even though I do like vegetables and other plain foods, I 
will get very bored of the taste if that is all I eat. Sugary foods are 
exciting and enticing. They spice up my tastes. If you let me eat sweet 
treats, I will be satisfied. Mum, you love to drink tropical juice. Dad, you 
love to eat a jam doughnut. You are both human. Let’s all enjoy what 
we like. 

Furthermore, many of my friends have sweet snacks at school. The 
school dinners also have dessert. This means that I am exposed to 
sweet snacks daily. If I don’t get any sweet foods and drinks at home, I 
will be tempted to take some at school.



Now it’s your turn to write your own version of 
this part of the letter. Include simple sentences. 
Use the success criteria and word mat to help you.



Success Criteria

• Capital letters at the beginning of sentences and for names of people, 
places, days and months.

• Full stops at the end of sentences.

• Finger spaces between words.

• Ensure your simple sentences have a subject and a verb and make 
sense.

• Include conjunctions: also, but, and, because

• Black –everyone must do.

• Red- trickiest challenge.



Addition      even though     vegetables     other      bored      taste eat. 
Sugary     exciting      enticing     spice   sweet     treats      satisfied   love 
drink      tropical    juice    doughnut     both     human     enjoy     like 

Furthermore   many    friends     snacks     school      dinners      dessert  
exposed     snacks     daily     don’t     home      tempted   some



Fill in the gaps with the correct objects.

I will become bored of only eating ________.

Mum likes to drink _______ ________.

Dad likes to eat ___________.

My friends eat sweet ________.

The school dinners provide _______.

I will eat sugary _______ at school.

vegetables     donuts      snacks       dessert       tropical juice       treats

Most Accessible Challenge



Thursday 2nd July 2020

Year 1 English Lesson

LO: To use ‘and’ to link ideas in a 
persuasive letter.



The word and is a bit like the filling of a sandwich that keeps two parts of a sentence 
together. Can you read the sentences on the bread and then choose which two 
sentences go together with and as the filling? 

Show answers

The football lesson 
was long

Finish your broccoli

Alex wore a 
smart jacket

We played on 
the slide

shiny shoes. Ali was tired.

the swings at the 
park.

you can have some 
ice cream. 



You are going to continue writing your persuasive letter written by Billy 
to his parents to convince them that they should let him eat and drink 
sugar. Read the example on the next page, which follows on from 
yesterday’s example. Find the conjunction ‘and’.



Furthermore, I have also decided that if you allow me to eat sugary 
foods on the weekend, I will eat less of it than I usually do. For 
example, one Saturday, I will only have some apple pie and custard. I 
will have a small amount and I will be satisfied with it. I will not overeat 
sugar. This means my teeth will be much cleaner and a lot healthier. 
You can relax and feel certain that my teeth will improve because, they 
will not be exposed to too much sugar. They will be whiter than snow 
and shine like diamonds. 



Now it’s your turn to write your own version of 
this part of the letter. Include the conjunction 
‘and’ to join ideas together. Use the success 
criteria and word mat to help you.



Success Criteria

• Capital letters at the beginning of sentences and for names of people, 
places, days and months.

• Full stops at the end of sentences.

• Finger spaces between words.

• Use the conjunction ‘and’ to link ideas together.

• Include conjunctions: also, but, and, because

• Black –everyone must do.

• Red- trickiest challenge.



Furthermore   decided    allow    eat    sugary    weekend usually 
example one     Saturday     only    some    apple pie    custard    small 
amount satisfied overeat    sugar     teeth much    cleaner  
healthier    relax certain    improve     because      they       exposed   
whiter     shine    like      diamonds



Join the two parts of the sentences together. 

1. My teeth will be cleaner and

2. My teeth will be whiter and

3. I will not overeat and

4. After, I will drink water and 

5. You don’t have to worry and 

6. Sweet treats are exciting and

Most Accessible Challenge

• wonder if my teeth will get worse.

• overdrink sugary drinks.

• brush my teeth.

• shine like diamonds.

• very tasty.

• healthier.



Friday 3rd July 2020

Year 1 English Lesson

LO: To write a conclusion in a 
persuasive letter.



Conclusion

A conclusion is when you have written something such as a letter and 
at the end, you write the main things you wrote in the letter. 



By reading this conclusion, can you tell what 
this letter was about?

In summary, I have explained why I should be picked to be a school 
helper. I know the school, I have good ideas, I am reliable and I am 
honest. I can communicate well and I am articulate. Furthermore, our 
teacher and the head teacher have recognised me as a hard working 
child. Vote for me and I will not disappoint you.



You are going to write the conclusion for your persuasive letter written 
by Billy to his parents to convince them that they should let him eat 
and drink sugar. Read the example conclusion on the next page. 



In summary, I have explained why I should not be banned from eating 
sugary foods and drinking sweet drinks. My teeth will be gleaming 
white and protected because I will start brushing them twice a day. 
Furthermore, I will reduce the amount of sweet treats that I eat and I 
will only consume them on weekends. Also, it is clear that delicious 
sugary snacks are a great way to reward me for my hard work and to let 
me taste something exciting every now and then.  Mum and dad, you 
will not be disappointed. I will be a happy child with clean, healthy 
teeth.



Now it’s your turn to write your own version of the 
conclusion to this letter. Use the success criteria 
and word mat to help you.



Success Criteria

• Capital letters at the beginning of sentences and for names of people, 
places, days and months.

• Full stops at the end of sentences.

• Finger spaces between words.

• To give the main reasons why you want to continue eating sweet 
snacks.

• Include conjunctions: also, furthermore, in addition

• Black –everyone must do.

• Red- trickiest challenge.



Summary      explained       should      banned      eating       sugary foods 
drinking        sweet      drinks      teeth      gleaming       white     protected 
because          brushing       twice       Furthermore       reduce        
amount         treats        only       consume       weekends        Also        
clear        delicious        sugary        snacks       great     reward      work 
taste          something         exciting          every       disappointed   happy 
child      clean      healthy



Fill in the gaps with the correct conjunctions.

1. My teeth will be cleaner _____ healthier.

2. My teeth will be whiter _____ I start brushing them.

3. I will not overeat _____ it will be too much.

4. I will brush my teeth _____ toothpaste.

Most Accessible Challenge

With       and      because         when


